Facial features are essential to biometric authentication. Nowadays an effective face recognition system is mostly composed of feature's transformation, geometric analysis, and recursive training to resist illegal intrusion. However, the design challenge always arises from the dilemma of lower computing resource usages, power consumption, and real-time performance under rigorous operations of construction sites. Here a chip-based face recognition is proposed by using semantic features to achieve a minimal dataset and high processing speed without any complicated formulization processes. Our experimental results on single FPGA chip demonstrate the feasibility to realize a miniature and efficient security control system for construction facilities in the future.
Introduction
In a construction project, safety and security controls are indispensable for loss reduction from accidents and crimes. The main issue of safety is about the labor working with hazard materials and danger zones. Such problems can be fundamentally precluded by the management to carry out training and operating discipline. However, an impervious security control system relies on high techs to take over manpower for 24 hours a day. Unlike the key and traditional sensors which have been consider insufficient for authentication, the biometric technologies recently has been reported as an efficient choice to resist illegal access by unique features [1] .
Biometric authentication is an identification technology based on the unique physiological and behavioral traits, which involves face, fingerprints, ears, keystroke dynamics, voiceprint, gait, and the shape of body [1] . Among these biometric technologies, the face recognition is the favorite one due to advantages of lower cost, non-invasive sensing, and portable dimension [2] , [3] . This kind of methodology not only enables security control system to identify but also tracks people with a longer distance at public or domestic places [3] , [4] . Currently, the biometric design with digital camera can be also found on embedded system (e.g., smart phones and tablets) as a new trend to check user's access identity [5] .
According to the discussion in [1] , the way to design a biometric system with lower dataset, computing load, memory space, and time delay on mobile devices still remains a challenge. Although the biometrics designed with external server and sophisticated face recognition algorithms can achieve a good result [6] , the security functionality will be totally collapsed if the network is disconnected [1] . For the face detection on embedded systems, the algorithm named Adaboost with Haar-like features is broadly adopted and improved [7] . However, the Haar-like features is too rough and inaccurate for face features' classification. Currently, the most of face recognition systems employ principal component analysis (PCA) and support vector machine (SVM) for better classification, but the processing speed is usually deteriorated by complicated algorithms [8] .
In this paper, we propose a real-time face recognition by using feature extraction of semanticsbased vague image representation (SVIR) on single field-programmable gate-array (FPGA) chip, using hardware circuit designs [9] . The SVIR is a rule-based feature extraction without operations of trigonometric functions and matrices, and it also has no need to analyze a pattern via geometry. Moreover, the concise algorithm enables feature's evolutions and recognition to be performed during image pixels scanning without any external memory space. Thus the advantages of miniature dimension, real-time performance, economical resource usages, and power saving by lower system clock speed are entirely sufficient for construction sites, warehouse, and engineering vehicles.
This paper is organized as the follows. In the section 2, the methods of skin color detection using HSV color th International Symposium on Automation and Robotics in Construction (ISARC 2017) space, applied SVIR algorithm, and the mechanism of face recognition will be detailed. The experimental results on single FPGA chip is in the section 3 followed by discussion in section 4. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in section 5.
Methods

Skin Color Detection by HSV
The skin color in a picture is firstly transferred into binary image as the input of SVIR. By considering the work of Yang et al. [10] , we sampled faces from Asians and defined new HSV skin color threshold for 160 H 184, V 900, and S 50     with the scale of 0 to 255. At the output of binary image, a real-time noise filter from [11] was implemented for:
where (i, j) denotes the location of pixel in picture and I is the output binary image. The true logic will be confirmed with three successive "1" outputs while the random noise produces a false output logic "0", as shown in Figure 1 . 
SVIR Algorithm
The method of SVIR is based on our previous work in [9] , which is consisted of bipolar image encoding, vertical evolution of sub-patterns, and lateral combination with sub-windows to perform feature's extraction and evolutions. Due to the small dimension of facial features, the algorithm of lateral combination was unemployed in this design and a couple of SVIR rules were also amended for face recognition.
Bipolar Image Encoding
Unlike the Adaboost sampling a picture pixel-bypixel for sub-images matching [8] , the SVIR samples a picture by stationary sub-windows ( , ) i j S . Each subwindow is also split up into ten sub-sections y s in order to integrate pixels number c during image pixels scanning as: 
where y is sub-section's order by image pixels scanning direction from the left-to right-hand side. The P and N are sub-pattern working as polarities of bipolar encoding to represent pixels' variation. Meanwhile, the 1 s is an exception of (2) determined by the variation between 0 c and 1 c , and 0 s is undefined in SVIR. In addition to P and N annotations, the sampled subpattern can be also described with a concave or convex trend. Thus the superscript "+" is for y c > Z is for the negative condition of u Z . The sketched sampling result of bipolar encoding is shown in Figure 2 . Nine sub-patterns from 1 s to 9 s compose of a bigger sub-feature. It can be seen that SVIR does not express a feature by geometric formulization or abstract patterns (e.g., Fourier and Haar-like features) but with a series of comprehensible contours. Such result provides a convenience to represent a pattern in semantic way, e.g., a pattern in concave, convex, rectangular, or protrudent shape.
Vertical Evolution
Pattern recognition with irregular contour usually dramatically increases the difficulty of classification and training. For this, SVIR provides rule-based evolutions during image pixels scanning in order to approximate a sampled feature [9] . The proposed evolution rules for two sub-features stacking up are as follows: Two homogeneous sub-patterns stacking up will result in a similar pattern to original one as:
and
Proposition 2: Cancellation
Two different sub-patterns stacking up with homogeneous superscript will result in invariant conditions of ( , )
Proposition 3: Complementation
If both sub-patterns have homogeneous polarity and different superscripts, the evolution result will be the same as the sub-pattern at the bottom.
Proposition 4: Mirroring
The evolution result becomes an invariant state (rectangle) while both stacking sub-patterns are in a mirroring relationship to each other,
and 
and The carry operation is also inactive once subpatterns stack with 0 Z . The carry at 1 s is also disable and the evolution rules at this sub-section are defined as:
, , 
In the end, an evolution result for two sub-features' stacking up is shown in Figure 3 . Two different subfeatures are located at successive sub-windows and combine into a larger pattern (feature). Generally, with a larger pattern, the system also needs more memory spaces to keep dataset at the same time. However, after applying vertical evolution, only a set of bipolar encoding is required to describe the larger pattern with the same budget of memory space. This leads significant improvements in computing load, and the memory consumption and access time are also less than the other traditional algorithms.
Face Sampling and Recognition
Face recognition is usually based on the classification of facial features for eyes, nose, mouth, and ears. In our design, we classified different faces by eyes and nose after considering the stability of image resources. As shown in Figure 4 , the testee aligned his Meanwhile, there were eight sub-windows at every facial feature, and each feature was also split into two parts in order to perform vertical evolution by four subwindows. Thus we totally obtained six features from the locations of eyes and nose.
For the dataset collection, we firstly provided forty SVIR eye-templates for eyes and the other ten nosetemplates for nose. Next the system sampled a face for thirty times within one second and then determined testee's face type by the highest similarity to feature templates. The face, thus, can be easily represented by a set of codes and recorded in chip's registers without the use of external memory, as shown in the Table 1 .
Finally, we could achieve face recognition by checking the similarity of sub-features between testee and dataset. Here we empirically adjusted different weights for each sub-section at upper eyes (5 points), th International Symposium on Automation and Robotics in Construction (ISARC 2017) lower eyes (3 points), and nose (2 points). Accordingly, there is a total of 162 points with six sub-features, and the similarity between testee and dataset can be determined by:
Final score Similarity(%) 100 162   (21)
Experimental Results
The proposed face recognition system was implemented on a developing platform with Cyclone II EP2C70F896C6 FPGA chip. Our digital camera module's resolution was set for 1280×1024 pixels. The video frame rate was at 34 fps with 77 MHz pixel clock. This pixel clock was also employed to synchronize with SVIR and recognition circuits.
The definition for sub-patterns and corresponding codes are list in Table 1 . Each sub-pattern discussed in Section 2 can be simply translated into a number. Thus the representation of a sub-feature before/ after evolutions only requires a set of nine numbers. This design concept is very important to chip and embedded system designs in that miniature systems usually do not equip with sufficient onboard and inbound memories.
As the example in Figure 5 , forty-six Asian faces were collected as strangers to compete with our testee. It can be seen that similarity between testee and recorded dataset is noticeably higher to the other strangers. This result can help us to set a threshold for discriminating testee from strangers. In our design, three testees with different face types had been invited to compete with these Asian faces. The collected test results then became a useful basis for threshold determination. According to our tests with three testees, we derived false rejection rates (FRRs) and false acceptance rates (FARs) based on Bayes' theorem. Here we picked out highest FAR and FRR from tests by different similarity thresholds, as shown in Figure 6 . The equal error rate (EER) with FAR and FRR then could be found about 85% similarity, which is the balanced point for FAR and FRR adjustments. This threshold makes a clear separation of our testees from strangers for 7% at least. 
Discussion
Face recognition based on SVIR can attain a significant improvement in hardware resource usages. As the logic elements (LEs) consumption in Table 2 [12] , [13] .
Besides, another salience of the proposed system is real-time performance. Since SVIR can perform feature extraction during image pixels scanning at ears and nose [9] , the similarity comparison between testee and datasets can be easily performed in the rest of picture. This advantage allows us to check testee's face image quality for 30 times per second and then pick out the best face image for recognition processes.
Finally, the use of 90 SVIR templates for defining testee's face type can reach 1.6 million combinations, which is sufficient for real-life applications. Here testees' face features are only stored in chip's registers with concise data format. Such advantage is very important to reduce the power consumption and installation dimension for construction sites or vehicles.
Conclusion
Face recognition is usually impeded by image's resolution and system clock speed. Many designs, therefore, adopt the strategy to degrade picture's quality or dramatically increase system clock speed in order to attain real-time performance. Contrarily, the rule-based SVIR can avoid such problem from feature's extraction, evolutions, and recognition during image pixels scanning. Additionally, the concise features format also allows us to leave out the requirement of external memory. The use of SVIR evolutions and templates can avoid tedious training processes and designs. These advantages imply a possibility to install the proposed system at a narrow and rigorous environment without the supports from external server and networks. It can be seen that the proposed face recognition system is promising for the application in construction sites. The future work will focus on the recognition with different face features. Figure 5 . Face recognitions by competing similarity between testee and strangers
